THE CERAMIC GARDEN
Afternoon Art Classes – Fall 2020
With Christine Terranova
CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH ages 5-12
This class uses interactive methods to learn French in an artistic safe environment.
Lessons are reinforced with conversational French and exercises during class, taught by
native French speaker and ran in French. Hand-outs are included.

CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH ages 12-16
This class uses interactive methods to learn French in an artistic safe environment.
Lessons are reinforced with conversational French and exercises during class, taught by
native French speaker and ran in French. Hand-outs are included.

WRITING ages 12-16
This class is designed to spark students’ creativity, imagination, and critical
thinking. We will be creating a crafty personalized journal/notebook from scratch
according to four themes and using fun writing prompts students can develop into
stories, poetry, or even songs. The goal is for young writers to find story telling
satisfying and healing at the same time.
POTTERY (hand building, sculpture, and pottery on the wheel) ages 5-11
Students learn the basics of handling clay and numerous techniques to create
decorative and functional pieces while hand building, sculpting, and throwing on the
wheel. They will also learn about textures and glazes. This class culminates with an art
show featuring tons of talent on the last day of class. Many children word creating with
clay “very satisfying”.

POTTERY (hand building, sculpture, and pottery on the wheel) ages 12-16
Students learn the basics of handling clay and numerous techniques to create
decorative and functional pieces while hand building, sculpting, and throwing on the
wheel. They will also learn about textures and glazes. This class culminates with an art
show featuring tons of talent on the last day of class.

Christine Terranova has been teaching art to children and adults for 15 years. She is a
self-taught artist who gave up Corporate America for Entrepreneurship. Her specialty is
playing with clay, whether it’s hand building or throwing on the wheel. She holds a
Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences and Journalism from New York University and a
Paralegal degree from NYU’s Institute of Paralegal Studies. She is published and is
writing her memoirs. Christine enjoys nature, gardening, reading, crochet, and cooking.

